International Team

Tabou introduces the 2011 Team
Driven hard by world renowned shaper
Fabien Vollenweider, this young and
exciting brand has been thriving within
the markets with great magazine tests
along with race winning results! The
boards not only look good, they work
good. They are the real thing ridden
by all of our team riders in professional
competition. What you see on the rack at
your local shop is exactly what our team
are competing on.
Thomas Traversa is known for his radical
sailing. He puts it all on the line and
goes for any lip coming at him. He has been with Tabou since the
beginning and continues to solidify his image with one of the most
innovative shapers in windsurfing. Keep an eye out for Traversa F-3
in your local waters. 2009 PWA Sylt Winner, Alex Mussolini hails
from Spain and joins his friend and fellow competitor Traversa to hit
the PWA tour and take down some names! Joining these guys is the
PWA Rookie of the year 2010, Jamie Hancock. Jamie is a top British
sailor who can rip in any condition. Racer Ross Williams is no slouch
either, he is capable of putting his feet up on the box at almost any
event- the bigger the waves, the better he gets!
The Freestyle team ads some new
flavor with Tonky Frans coming
on board- Tonky is known for
his charismatic flair and will be a
great addition to the team. He
teams up with Davy Scheffers the
young ripper from Holland. Every
now and then, Wave Star Thomas
Traversa throws in a contest or
two in order to keep up with the
new moves- these guys will blow
you away with the moves they
are doing!

On the women’s side, Japan’s Junko Nagoshi leads our girls Freestyle
team and is always one to watch for taking a place on the podium.
Junko trains hard and has some impressive moves!
Our racing team is led by Ross Williams. Ross has been on tour now
and is quickly becoming a veteran on the course. He has proven
he has the ability to win events, next will be climbing to the top of
the podium. Ross is joined by the tall tower of Israel, Arnon Dagan
who puts the “S” in Speed. He is one fast man and has potential
to be a top contender. Cedric Bordes works on the development
side of things and is an up and comer to the PWA ranks. Cedric has
had some top 15 finishes on the tour and has also won the French
Championships more than once! New to the team is the Moussilmani
Twins- Sylvain and Benoit are from Marseille and have been on tour
for 7 years. They know what it takes to find good results and will be
pushing the Tabou Manta’s as hard as they can.
On the women’s side, Valerie Arrighetti Ghibaudo FRA 444 is a
deadly threat to the women slalom racers. She has proven this with
the PWA World Title on multiple occasions. A dedicated racer, Valerie
has what it takes to deliver the goods!
Watch Team Tabou in 2011!
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2011 TEAM OVERVIEW

Speed

Bordes, Cedric

FRA 91

x

Dagan, Arnon

ISR 1

x

Frans, Tonky

NB 7

Ghibaudo, Valerie Arrighetti

FRA 444

Hancock, Jamie

K 218

Moussilmani, Benoit
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Mussolini, Alex

E 30

x

Nagoshi, Junko

J 11

x

Scheffers, Davy

H 311

Traversa, Thomas

F3

x

Williams, Ross

GBR 83

x
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Freestyle Slalom
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